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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright. We have Saturn going direct. We have an approaching Full Moon. We have Meteor 
Showers. There are several retrograde planets that are major players and so I’m going to say still 
that sort of pressure cooker, almost about to explode, feeling really energetically. So things are 
getting stepped up and much more intense in general.  
 
What I would say is a benefit for lightworkers is that it sort of starts quickly pulling you into your 
service path on a stronger, or at an accelerated speed, or it may be making you shift your service 
path to different things. So the other pattern that I see likely to come out of this is sort of a 
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explosion out into twelve different ways and then coming back into a more focused path. So it is 
going to be interesting.  
 
Expansion might be a better word than explosion because it’s rapid and it comes back so that is 
what I am seeing in effect now.  
 
Keep your center. Keep focused on peace, internally and externally. And do your best to be a 
channel for Divine Love. That will help tremendously during this time period.  
 
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you. 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet) 
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